Abstract. We define a Fourier-Mukai transform for sheaves on K 3 surfaces over C, and show that it maps polystable bundles to polystable ones. The r le of "dual" variety to the given K 3 surface X is here played by a suitable component X of the moduli space of stable sheaves on X. For a wide class of K 3 surfaces X can be chosen to be isomorphic to X\ then the Fourier-Mukai transform is invertible, and the image of a zero-degree stable b ndle F is stable and has the same Euler characteristic s F.
Introduction and preliminaries
Mukai's functor may be defined within a fairly general setting; given two schemes Χ, Υ (of finite type over an algebraically closed field k), and an element SL in the derived category ^(^x Y) of & x x y -modules, Mukai [18] defined a functor ^χ-+ γ from the derived category D~~(X) to D~(Y), (here π : X* 7-> X and A : X* 7-> Υ are the natural projections).
Mukai has proved that, when X is an abelian variety, 7= $ its dual variety, and Ά the Poincare b ndle on Χ* Ϋ, the functor &χ-> χ gives rise to an equivalence of categories. If one is interested in transforming sheaves rather than complexes one can introduce (following Mukai) the notion of WIT; sheaves: an 0 x -module S is said to be WIT^ if its Fourier-Mukai transform is concentrated in degree /, i.e. 3i?
k RTt^(£®n*$) = 0 for all Let X be a polarized abelian surface and Ϋ its dual. If 3F is a μ-stable vector b ndle of rank ^2 and zero degree, then it is WIT 19 and its Mukai transform ,#" is again a μ-stable b ndle (with respect to a suitable polarization on %) of degree zero. This result was proved by Fahlaoui and Laszlo [10] and Maciocia [14] , albeit Schenk [21] and Braam and van Baal [7] had previously obtained a completely equivalent result in the differentialgeometric setting: the Nahm-Fourier transform of an instanton on a flat four-torus (with no flat factors) is an instanton over the dual torus (cf. also [9] , and, for a detailed proof of the equivalence of the two approaches, [3] ). The key remark which makes it possible to relate the algebraic-geometric treatment to the differential-geometric one is that the Fourier-Mukai transform is interpretable s the index of a suitable family of elliptic operators parametrized by the target space Ϋ, very much in the spirit of GrothendieckIllusie's approach to the definition of index of a relative elliptic complex.
The Fourier-Mukai transform can be studied also in the case of nonabelian varieties. The general idea is to consider a variety X, some moduli space Fof 'geometric objects' over X, and (if possible) a 'universal sheaf Ά over the product Χ χ Υ. In the present paper we consider the case of a smooth algebraic K 3 surface X over C with a fixed ample line b ndle H on it; the role of dual variety is here played by the moduli space 7= M H (v) of Gieseker-stable sheaves (with respect to H) $ on X having a fixed t;, where
v (g) = ch(*) ]/td(JT) = (r, a, s) e H°(X,
This space, which is a quasi-projective subscheme of the moduli space of simple sheaves over X, has been extensively studied by Mukai [19] , [20] . In particular, he proved the following crucial result: if M H (v) = Υ is nonempty and compact of dimension two, then it is a K 3 surface, isogenous to the original K 3 surface X.
If X is a K 3 surface satisfying these conditions and a few additional assumptions, we can prove our first result (already announced in [2] ), by exploiting the relationship between stable bundles and instanton bundles (the so-called Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence). We end this section by fixing some terminology. Let X and Υ be compact complex manifolds, and let Ά be a fixed coherent sheaf on JlfxF, flat over Φ γ . Let π, A be the projections onto the two factors of X* Y.
Definition 1.
A sheaf δ on X satisfies the ith Weak Index Theorem condition (i.e. it is WITJ if &Α*(π*&®£) = 0 for y Φ ι; similarly, the sheaf S is said to satisfy the ith Index Theorem condition (i.e. it is IT,) if H J ( " l (y) 9 S® %-i (y) ) = 0 for/Φ i and all yeY.
The base change theorem implies that the sheaf S is IT, if and only if it is both WIT, and ' ^T V ® 3) is locally free.
If either Ά is flat over 0 Xxy , or y is flat over Θ Χ9 the sheaves /?*#", (π*^ ® J) are the cohomology sheaves of the Fourier-Mukai transform RA+(n*&®3) in the derived category. Then, if & is WIT f we call the sheaf &= R I U+(K*&®£) on Y its FourierMukai transform.
Fourier-Mukai transform on K 3 surfaces

Hyperk hler manifolds and quaternionic instantons.
A hyperk hler manifold is a 4«-dimensional Riemannian manifold X which admits three complex structures /, J and K> compatible with the Riemannian structure, such that // = K. On a hyperk hler manifold one can introduce a generalized notion of instanton [15] . The three endomorphisms /, /, K of TX® C, allow one to define an endomoφhism φ of Λ 2 T*X® C, This satisfies φ 2 = 2 φ Η-3, so that at every xeX one has an eigenspace decomposition
corresponding to the eigenvalues 3 and -1 of φ, respectively. If £ is a C°° complex vector b ndle on X, with connection V and curvature v , we say that the pair (£, V) is a quaternionic instanton if Λ ν , regarded s a section of End(£) φ Λ 2 Τ* X, has no component in V 2 . If X has dimension 4 this agrees with the usual definition of instanton, since in that case the Splitting (1) is no more than the decomposition of the space of two-forms into selfdual and anti-selfdual forms. It is quite evident that (£,V) is a quaternionic instanton if and only if the curvature R v is of type (1,1) with respect to all the complex structures of X compatible with its hyperk hler structure. Moreover, (£, V) is an Einstein-Hermite b ndle with respect to all the induced Kahler structures; thus, for any compatible complex structure on X, the b ndle E admits a holomorphic structure, and the sheaf of its holomorphic sections is then μ-polystable with respect to a polarization given by the Kahler form determined by the given complex structure (we recall that a coherent sheaf is said to be μ-polystable if it is a direct sum of stable sheaves having the same slope).
2.2.
Assumptions on the moduli space. Let X be a projective K 3 surface over C . The cup product defines a Z-valued pairing on the graded ring H*(X 9 Z): (a, b, c) By results of Maruyama [16] , [17] and Mukai [19] , [20] This identification can be described äs follows. The product manifold X*M carries the universal Atiyah-Singer instanton bündle P [1] , which is a hermitian bündle with a universal hermitian connection. The curvature of the latter is of type (1,1) with respect to the natural complex structure of X* M [12] . Therefore, P can be given a holomorphic structure, and the resulting holomorphic vector bündle 9 is relatively stable with respect to the projection onto M, since the universal connection is a family of instantonic connections. Then there is a morphism /: M -> $ such that (id x/)*J ® Ä*JSf Ä ^, where <£ is a holomorphic line b ndle on M, and Λ: X* £^> $ is the projection. Since J is defined up to tensoring by the pullback of a line b ndle on $ we may assume that (id x/)* J ^. The map / is exactly the identification given by the Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence.
To any complex structure on X there corresponds a well-determined complex structure on $. Then, if X is hyperk hler, we may endow the manifold X* £ with a natural hyperk hler structure.
Proposition 3. Thepair (Q,V), where Q is the smooth b ndle underlying Q, and V is the universal connection, is a quaternionic instanton.
Proof. For any complex structure on X compatible with its hyperk hler structure the curvature of the universal connection is of type (l, 1) [12] . D
Polystability of the Fourier-Mukai transform.
We turn now to the main purpose of this paper, namely, the analysis of the Fourier-Mukai functor for vector bundles on a K 3 surface, and prove that the Fourier-Mukai transform of a polystable b ndle is polystable.
Let X and the Mukai vector v satisfy the assumptions AI, A2 and A3, so that X is a projective K 3 surface and % = M H (v), a moduli space of zero-degree μ-stable bundles on X, is a projective K 3 surface. Let π, ή be the projections onto the two factors of X x %.
We consider a μ-polystable Π ι locally free sheaf 3 ) & of zero degree on X and its
According to the Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence, & is the sheaf of holomorphic sections of a vector b ndle Fwhich carries a hermitian metric, such that if V is the connection determined by the holomorphic and hermitian structures of F, the pair (F, V) is an instanton. The b ndle 7i*F® Q on X* $ may be endowed with a connection ^ obtained by coupling the universal connection of Q with the pullback connection π* V, and the pair (n*F® Q,^) is a quaternionic instanton.
We can now state the main result of this section. By regarding £ s an instanton moduli space, it carries a natural Kahler metric Φ χ, usually called the Weil-Petersson metric.
Theorem 1. Let & be a μ-stable ITj locally free sheaf of zero degree on X. The Fourier-Mukai transform & is a μ-polystable locally free sheaf on % (with respect to the Kahler form of $).
Proof. Let us denote by <£ the set of complex structures in X which are compatible with its hyperk hler structure, and write X l for X endowed with the complex structure /. For every choice of / the moduli space Ϋ has an induced complex structure, so that <£ parametrizes also the complex structures in X compatible with its hyperk hler structure. For every choice of / we consider on the product manifold the complex structure Xj®£ l9 so that X x jfacquires a hyperk hler structure, and <£ parametrizes the compatible complex structures. 3 ) As it will be apparent in Section 4.4, the condition of being ITj is a actually a mild one.
Let G denote the so-called isotropy group of X, i.e. the group which permutes the elements in (L The action of G on (£ is transitive; we denote by g ir an element in G mapping / to /'. For any choice of 7e (£ we have a relative Dolbeault complex ß°'· on X* %-* ,?, and a relative Dirac complex «9^*, where
The relative Dirac operator Z)j acts äs a Cjf-linear morphism ^ -> <9^~. The element g /r of the isotropy group intertwines the Dirac operators associated with the two complex structures, so that one has a commutative diagram here Df is actually the adjoint of the Dirac operator associated with the complex structure / coupled with the connection of 7t*F® Q; moreover, °° means that we are considering the sheaf of smooth sections of a holomorphic bündle. The operators D* are surjective due to the 1 condition, and every sheaf ^°° is the sheaf of smooth sections of the Fourier-Mukai transforms ^ (cf. [3] , [6] ).
The diagram (2) induces an isomorphism g ir : Pj -» P r of C°° vector bundles; moreover, since the bündle *^® Q has a natural hermitian metric, the horizontal arrows in this diagram allow one to introduce a hermitian metric Kj on every bündle ^, and g ir is then an isometry. By coupling the relative connection induced by the connection on n*F ® Q with the relative Dolbeault operator associated with a complex structure / and by taking direct images one defines a connection ^j on P. Since this connection is also induced by the direct images of the coupled connections on # («^°° ®£f I ± }, diagram (2) proves that £ ir transforms ^j into $ r . So actually one has a single hermitian bündle (P, K) with a single connection ^ whose curvature is of type (1,1) with respect to all compatible complex structures.
Then, the pair (P, ^) is an instanton. As a consequence, the Fourier-Mukai transform Jy of «^ is -polystable with respect to the Kahler form over $ determined by /. D 3. Nonemptiness of moduli spaces.
Moduli spaces isomorphic to the surface
In this section we consider a wide class of K 3 surfaces for which the hypotheses on X and on the moduli space % stated in the previous section can be satisfied. When X is such a surface, £ may be chosen so äs to be isomorphic to X itself, and X may be identified with a moduli space of stable bundles on £, in such a way that the relevant universal sheaf is J*.
3.1.
Nonemptiness of the moduli space. Let X be a K 3 surface endowed with a polarization H and a divisor f such that // 2 = 2, //·/=() and f 2 = -12, so that v 2 = 0 with i? = (2, /, -3). We shall call the K 3 surfaces satisfying these assumptions reflexive.
Throughout the remaining part of this paper we shall also make the further technical assumption that on X there are no nodal curves of degree l or 2 with respect to H. This will hold generically. Indeed, the ample divisor H defines a double cover of P 2 branched over a sextic; the image of a nodal curve of degree l is a line tritangent to the sextic, while the image of a nodal curve of degree 2 is a conic, tangent to the sextic at six points. Neither Situation can arise in the generic case [5] .
Lemma 1. IfX is a reflexive K 3 surface and D-H>2 for every nodal curve D, the divisor E = f + 2 H is not effective. Then, H l (X, ® x (t + 2 H)) = 0 for i ^ 0.
Proof. Since E 2 = -4, if E is effective, it is not irreducible and E = D + F for some nodal curve D. Then D -H = 3 so that F· H = l and F is also irreducible. It follows that
, so that D = F which is absurd. Thus, F 2 = -2 and F is a nodal curve of degree l , a Situation we are excluding. α
The following fundamental result is proved in [4] . 
Proposition 4. Let X be a reflexive K 3 surface such that ί -f 2 H is not effective. The moduli space % of stable sheaves S with v (S) = (2,/, -3) is not empty. Moreover, every element in % is μ-stable, so that a reflexive K 3 surface meets assumptions
The isomorphism X ~ > X.
We consider now a reflexive K 3 surface X satisfying the assumption on nodal curves described in the previous section, and show that there is a natural isomorphism between X and %= M H (v).
The following result is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.
l for every point peX, where J p is the ideal sheaf ofp. D
Lemma 3. Let {$] ε $. For every section of δ (H} there is an exact sequence
-> O x -> S(H) -+4(S + 2H) -^0,
where J p is the ideal sheaf of a point p 6 X. Moreover, dimH°(X 9^( H)) = l, so that the point p depends only on the sheaf S.
Proof. Since H 2 (X, S (H)) = 0 and i(S(H))
= l, the sheaf δ (H ) has at least one section, and we have an exact sequence 0 -> x -> δ (H) -> Jf -> 0. By taking double duals we obtain the exact sequence 4 ) Talk given at the Europroj Workshop "Vector bundles and structure of moduii", Lambrecht 1994. 
-> & X (D) -» S(H} -* J z ®G x (t + 2H-D)
Corollary 2. Lei S be a sheaf which fits into an exact sequence Q-+® x -> g (H) -> S f (l + 2H) -> 0,
where J p is the ideal sheaf of a point peX. Then S is μ-stahle and locally free with p. α
Fourier-Mukai transform on reflexive K 3 surfaces
In this section we investigate the main properties of the Mukai transform in the case of reflexive K 3 surfaces satisfying the assumption on nodal curves described in the previous section. For these K 3 surfaces the Fourier-Mukai functor is invertible, and Theorem l holds in a stronger form, in that the Fourier-Mukai transform & of a stable b ndle & is itself stable. We also prove the nice formula 
H).
We will show that the divisor fi is a natural poiarization on X. Indeed, the space X, regarded s a moduli space of instantons on X, carries the Weil-Petersson metric Φ^, already considered in Theorem l, and we can prove, in the spirit of [13] , that the class of this metric may be identified with the class ft.
Proposition 6. fi = ^-j Φχ
Proof. Let 5R denote the curvature of the universal connection of β (cf. Proposition 3). Let Φ χ be the Kahler form of X, so that [Φ χ ] = H. We note the identities
By representing the Chern character y in terms of the curvature form *R we may compute
Thus fi is ample, and can be taken s a polarization on $\ moreover, ί -fi = 0, and / 2 = -12, so that i = (2, £ -3) is an isotropic Mukai vector and % is a reflexive K 3 surface with respect to (fi, ί).
A
7 s a moduli space of bundles on X. In this section we prove that we can regard a moduli space of bundles with topological invariants (2, £ -3) that are μ-stable with respect to the natural polarization fi\ it turns out that the relevant universal b ndle in this case is simply Ά*.
Lemma 3 suggests that the universal sheaf Ά can be obtained s an extension of suitable torsion-free rank-one sheaves on Χ χ $. Let ^Ψ be the ideal sheaf of the graph οΐ Ψ. where the second equality is due to equation (3) . Now, by restricting the exact sequence (4) to a fibre π" 1 (p), we obtain c t (^K) = -/--c^J^-i^) = -Then we have We need to show that the sheaves Ά* are μ-stable with respect to ft. We are not in a position to apply Corollary 4 to the reflexive K 3 surface (£ #, /), since we cannot a priori exclude that $ contains nodal curves of degree l with respect to fi. This problem is circumvented s follows. Since ?+2fi= -tp*(/ + 2 H), it has negative degree with respect to Ψ*Η, so that it is not effective. Thus, 
D(X) -> D(X\
Since X and % are K 3 surfaces, the relative dualizing complexes ω π and ω Α are both isomorphic to βχχχ [2] . Then, a straightforward application of relative duality gives:
Proposition 9. For every objects F in D(X) and G in D(%), we have functorial isomorphisms
Hom D(i) (G, S X (F)) -^ Kom D(X) (S x (G),F\.-2-\) , Hom D(X) (F, 5, (G)) ^^ Hom D(i) (S x (F), G[-2]) . D
Proposition 10. For every G e O(^) there is a functorial isomorphism in the derived category D(Y). Moreover, if X is reflexive and D -H>2 for every nodal curve D in X, then for every FeD(X) there is also a functorial isomorphism in the derived category D(X).
Proof. Let q l and q 2 be the projections onto the two factors of X x X, and n tj the projection of X x $ x £ onto the product of the ith and j th factors. Then, the composite functor is given by ^(^(G)) = Rq 2t *(q*G® M) (see [18] ), with In some cases stronger results can be obtained; for instance it can be shown that for any n ä l the moduli space Af#(l + 2w, -w£ l -3 n) is biholomorphic to the punctual Hubert scheme Hilb"(JO [8] .
In [4] we give a completely algebraic proof of Theorem 3. Also in [4] we prove algebraically that $(2 ) is the determinant line bündle, which is an alternative proof of the ampleness of fi.
The transcendental proof of Theorem l extends directly to higher dimensions, providing a proof of the fact that the Fourier-Mukai transform on hyperkähler manifolds maps quaternionic instantons to quaternionic instantons [6] .
